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02.4-8 PROTEIN-PROTEIN RECOGNITION: THE INTERFACES 
OF PROTEIN INHIBITORS AND THE SERINE PROTEINASES- By 
Michael N.G. James; Anita R. Sielecki, Randy J. Read, 
Masao Fujinaga, Catherine A. t-1cPhalen and 
Harry Greenblatt, Department of Biochemistry, University 
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2H7. 

There are 10 known families of protein inhibitors of the 
serine proteinases. Many of the inhibitors are relat
ively small proteins (50-60 amino acids). Others are 
small domains of larger rnul tidomain proteins. h'e have 
determined the crystal structures of four of.these inhi
bitors complexed to their cognate enzymes: the third 
domain of the turkey ovomucoid (OHTKY3) complexed to 
SGPB ( 1) and to a-chymotrypsin ( 2}, the chymotry'Psin
inhibitor CI-2 from barley seeds complexed to subtilisin 
NOVO (3}, eglin-c from leeches complexed to subtilisin 
Carlsberg (4) and the potato chymotrypsin inhibitor 1 
(PCI-1) complexed to SGPB (see Figure)_ Eglin-c and 
CI-2 are from the same inhibitor family and have similar 
three dimensional structures. They are distinguished by 
the absence of disulfide bridges. The inhibitors of the 
serine proteinases form one of the best examples of con
vergent evolu~ionary pressures giving rise to a common 
function but with distinctly different 3-dimcnsionul 
tertiary structures. All of these inhibitors are char
acterized by extremely tight binding (Kd < lo- 9 M) to 
their cognate enzyme. The comffion structural feature 
among the inhibitors is a segment of polypeptide chain 
spanning 6-7 residues which binds to the active site 
region of the enzyme. This segment has a very similar 
tertiary structure among all the inhibitors and resem
bles the conformation of an enzyme-substrate Michaelis 
complex. There is one peptide bond, between residues P1 
and P 1 ', which can be cleaved but only at a very slow 
rate, kcat "" 1 o-6 sec-1 There are several cormnon 
hydrogen-bonding and electrostatic features that the 
different inhibi~or families display in this region 
which contribute to these molecules acting 
as inhibitors and not good substrates. Water molecules 
play important roles at the interface between the inhi
bitors and the enzymes and most likely contribute to the 
recognition. 

-

Potato chymotrypsin inhibitor. The 4 disulfide bridges 
in the molecule are indicated. The scissile bond betweer 
Leu-Asn is indicated by a solid arrow. 
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02.5-1 STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF DNi\ FRAGMENTS 
WITH BASE PAIR MISMATCHES- By 0. Kennard and 
W_ N. Hunter, University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield 
Road, Cambridge, U.K_ 

The concept of base pair mismatches as a mechanism for 
introducing variations into genetic coding is embedded in 
the concept of DNA as the carrier of genetic information_ 
The fidelity of transmitting the genetic code rests on 
specific pairing between components of the double helix: 
the Watson-Crick hydrogen pairs of normai DNA_ Different 
combinations of the bases, however, if not detected and 
excised can result in modification of the genetic code and 
may eventually lead to mutational changes- The paper 
presents the results of X-ray diffraction studies of DNA 
fragments containing different types of base pair 
mismatches. It discusses the molecular structure of the 
ismatched base pairs, the way they influence the 
conformation of the double helix and possible mechanisms 
whereby such errors are recognised and corrected. 

The work was funded by an MRC programme grant and 
collaborators included Drs N_ Anand, T_ Brown, P_ Corfield, 
\V __ B_ T. Cruse, G. Kneale and Professor D- Rabinovich. 

02.5-2 POSSIBLE ROLE OF PROTONATION 
DEPROTONATION IN NUCLEIC ACID BREATHING: A 
HALF-SANDWICH OF WATER MOLECULE IN A 
TRINUCLEOTIDE COMPLEX OF <A+ p-Ap- A+). < Ap- A+ p
A+). R- Parthasarathy, T. Srikriahnan and S.M. 
Fridey, Center for Crystallographic Research 
and Department of Biophysics, Roswell Park 
Memorial Institute, 666 Elm Street, Buffalo, 
NY, 14263. 

Crystallization of A3'p5'A3'p5'A <ApApAl at 
acidic pH yields two crystalline forms I and 
II in space groups P4

1
2±2 and P4

1 
<Z=8 in 

both forms ), respective y. An earl~er study 
( D. Suck , P. C. Manor & W. Saenger, Acta 
Cryst. B32, 1727,1976) of I and a preliminary 
study of II indicated that the molecule exists 
in the crystal as Ap-A+p-A+. Our detailed 
examination of II shows that this crystal form 
actually contains the dimeric complex <Al+p
A2p- A3 + l. ( A4p- A5 + pA6 +), one of the six 
possible combinations of protonated dimers. 
The assignments of these charges are based on 
a combination of criteria involving difference 
electron density maps, ring angles at N<ll end 
the stereochemistry of hydrogen bonding. The 
two molecules of ApApA have significant 
conformational differences which are directly 
coupled to the differences in protonation of 
the two molecules in the complex. The 
microenvironment around the adenine bases 
decides which two of the three bases in each 
molecule will be protonated. The dimer is 
stabilized by tva self pairs between adenines 
A2:A5 and A3:A5 and stacking of Al,A2,A5 and 
A4 on top ox one another. The A2:A6 self pair 
is between a charged end uncharged adenine and 
the A3:A5 self pair is between two charged 
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sden~nes. 'fhe bases ~n the base pa~ra are not 
in a plane and are bent about the center of 
the duplex £orm2ng a pleat. A3 and A6 which 
~wing au~ are vitt1in stacking distances but 
h~ve only limited oartial stacking. A water 
mol~cule OW2 hydrog~n bonded to N(7) o£ Al is 
stack~d on top o£ A6 £arming a hal£-sandwich 
<R.Parthasarathy, T.5rikrishnan & 5.L.Ginell 
~n Bi.omoleculs.r Stereodynarnics:: R. H. Sarma., 
Ed. Adenine, New York, 1983). On the other hand, 

the base A3 of the dimer ia not involved in 
such a stacking interaction with a water 
molecule since N<7J of A4 is hydrogen bonded 
to a neighboring Al and not to any-water 
molecule. Crystals of II are tetragonal, P4

1 with cell constants a = b =_34.070(1), c = 
43.906(5le, Dobsd.=l.56 g.cm for <C~ 0 H37 
N 0 P ) . 11 H 0. Using completE· 1!nree
dlffienalgnal2 intensity2 data to the limit of Cu 
sphere < 10077 re.flectiona, 7044>31J), the 
5tructure was solved using MULTAN 80 and 
veighted Four~er syntheses to an R-value of 
0.064. All the six adenosines show anti 
con£ormation across the glycosidic bond and a 
range a£ puckers of the C3J-endo family. The 
tva hel~cal segments Al•pA2 and A4pA5+ show 
the preferred <g-pg-) conformat~an whereas the 
non-helical loop segments A2pA3T and A5TpA6+ 
show (g.~g·> conformation. The agreement ~ndex 
R betveen hkl and khl £or £arm II is 0.38 
i~ctT~ating the lack o£ crystallographic two 
£old axis. We also have collected data Zrorn 
other crystals £or which R had values at 
O~OBr 0.12 and 0.32. Wor~y~~·in progress on 
these crystals. Work supported in part by NIH 
GM 24864. 

02.5-3 THE Z-DN.i:,~ 

d(GTGTACAC) CRYSTALLI:SS 
COM?ATIBLE 
AS A-DNA. 

s. Jain 1
, G. Zon 2 , M. Sundaralinoam~ 

SEQUENCE 

1. Department 0~ 3iochemist~y. University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, ;.JI 53706, 2. Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City CA 94404. 

The molecular structure of a self 
comolemetarv DNA octamer, GTGTACAC has been 
sol;ed to 2:5 A resolution using single crystal 
x-ray diffraction methods. The cell constants 
of ths crystal are, a=~2 . .:;3 P·., c=2~. -s A, 
space-group, p4 _.. 2, 2, Z=4 (duplexes) . The 
molecule forms~ ~a right-handed A-DNA-like 
double-helical structure with characteristic 
shallow and deep grooves, but does not have the 
typical base-pair tllt of A-DNA. Currently the 
residual ?-factor fo= the reflectio~s out to 
2.5 A is 24.5% and the waters of hydration have 
still nat been incl~ded. Further refinemen~ of 
the struc~ure is in prog~ess. 

The results are of ~uch in~erest since 
(GT)n/(CA)n seauences are widely distributed in 
natural DNA {~.N. ~=ifonov, et.al., 1985, FEBS 
185, 197). Mo:ceover, -::he G'"i:G/C.".C t:ciplet 
occurs very frequen~ly in genomic regulatory 
regions, and also has some unusual physical 
properties (?. :u, et.al., 1983, J. Biamolec. 
Struc. ~yn. 1, 509). Same investigators have 
suggesteJ t~at these sequences may be involved 
in formatio~ of the left-handed Z-DNA structure 
(A. Nordheim, A. Rich., 1983, Prac. Nat. Acad. 
Sci. USA 30, 1821), ~ut in-'Ji.vo experiments 
have yielded no evidence in favor of this 
hypo:::'"tes:s {A. ?.odrigue::::-Carr.pos, et.a.l., 1986, 
S~130 5, 1727; ::).S. G:-oss, et.al., 1985, J. Mo~. 

Biol. 183, 251). Our results also demonstrate 
that sue~ a sequence adopts a right-handed 
rathe~ than a le~::-handed conformation. 

02.5-4 NUCLEIC ACID JUNCTIONS AND HACROHOLECULAR 
DESIGN. By N.C. Seeman, C.J. Newton, M.L. Petrillo, 
J.-H. Chen. J.E. Mueller, J.A. Maiorella, and R.D. 
Sheardy, Department of Biology, SUNY/Albany, Albany, NY 
12222; R.-I. Ha and N.R. Kallenbach, Dept. of Biology, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA. 

The \.Jatson-Crick base-pairing interactions of nucleic 
acids constitute a particularly powerful system for 
controlling the structure and connectivity of these 
polymers. For many years. molecular biologists have 
formed specific linear double helical molecules by 
mixing pairs of complementary single strands. Recently 
we have shown that stable branched nucleic acid 
complexes, C3lled junctions, can be formed from mixtures 
~f 3, 4 or 5 oligonucleotide single strands with 
carefully selected sequences (N.R. Kallenbach, R.-I. Ha 
and N.C. Seeman, 1983 Nature 305 829-831); these 
complexes contain multiple double helic<Jl <Jrms <Jll 
coming from a central point. The fundamental rule in 
implementing the sequence selection nlgorithm is the 
mlnlmizntion ol sequence symmetry. 

Nucleic acid junctions are analogs of ephemeral 
intermediates seen in the processes of replication and 
rccomblnnllun, <1nJ He tlre exploring the structurtll, 
dynamic and thermodynamic properties of these structures 
from that perspective. From circular dichroism 
spectroscopy, it is clear that the junction does not 
perturb the structure of the arms. Nuclear m~gnetic 
resonance spectroscopy has indicated that tl1e bases 
which flank the junction are paired. Combined gel 
electrophoretic and oligomerizntion-ligntion studies 
l1avc indicated that a large range of ]-dimensional 
structures are available to junctions. Crystallization 
is in progress. 

Besides being important objects of study, junctions may 
h~ regarded as macromolecular valence clusters with 
s~ecifically addressable ends~ particularly if 
asymmetric sticky-ended associations are employed. The 
idea is to constrtJCt geometrical figures and N-connected 
networks, in which the edges are double helical nucleic 
acids, \\1hile Lhe vertices <1re nucleic acid junctions. 
Prelin1inary experiments indicate that hydrogen-bondect 
ho.se-pai.ring of cohesive ends con be used to direct the 
fnr:ll:ll inll or 1 inkvd cl\ISLl'rs ;!s \<Jell. It is l<JOrlh 

110ting tl1at tl1is system is more complicated tl1an simple 
valence clusters composed of atoms connected hy bonds: 
In this l<.1rger system, the twist of the double helices 
plays an important role in determining tl1e shape o[ the 
!Jrodttcts. Indeed, changing the number of nucleotide 
tJ~irs hetween junctions cnn alter both tl10 :0omctry and 
the topology of an array of junctions. l1 addition, it 
appears that the system can respond to torsional stress 
by altering the structure of the junction itself. 

Tl1is junction-nssociation system o[fers a use[ul 
paradigm for understanding crystal formation, since the 
intermolectJlnr contacts are jlre-determined: It has 
prompted the rccL~nt suggestion of nn entropic driving 
force to explai11 the small number o[ molecules 
(typicnll.y Line) seen in tl1e asymmetric units or 
molecular crystals. In particular, we have put forward 
the idea tl1nt the maximization of entropy in reciproc~l 
S]l;Jce is slrnililr Lu Ll1e expansion o[ a gus in Jirecl 
space, L\ S ~ R in (V2/Vl) (N.C. Seeman, 1985 _I. Biomol. 
Str. Dyns. 3, ll-34). The goals of this part of the 
:,vork also in~clude the ration<1l design of crystals and 
the fahrication of mecl1anical nnd electronic devices on 
Lhe nanometer scale. 

Tl1is \<Jork has been supported by grants GM-29554, 
ES-00117 and CA-24l0l from the NIH-USPHS. 


